THE   BOURGEOIS
selling, for the inhabitants required both to dispose of their goods
and to buy others. They bought such commodities as the town
did not produce, which were brought in by the country-people -
provisions for consumption, wood for fuel and building, wool,
linen, and hides; while they sold the goods made by the craftsmen
to outside purchasers.
The inhabitants gathered together in the towns were of most
varying origin, as is indicated by their very different status before
the law. There were the lord's servants, the fighting-men forming
the garrison of the walls, the artisans - some free, some with the
status of serfs - the freemen owning houses inside the walls or
land in the suburbs, strangers, merchants, Jews, and even tenants
of some other lord who had taken refuge in the town. They
carried on various professions. The majority came to be formed
more and more of artisans and small tradesmen; but there were
always farmers, who still had barns and byres even inside the
walls of the town and allowed their pigs and cows to stray about
the streets. The towns also contained tonsured clerics exercising
no ecclesiastical functions; but priests and monks were not re-
garded as burgesses and did not share in the latters* obligations.
It would seem that in many towns there were a few owners of
houses, and even some knights, living on their incomes without
working.
Common life within the same encircling wall, which secured the
same advantages to all inhabitants and forced them to share in
the same obligations, ended by fusing them all into a single class
- a new class of freemen, enjoying a pacific urban liberty very
different from the warlike rural liberty of the nobles.
50RGANIZ AT10N   OF   THE   TOWNS   AND   COMMUNES
The inhabitants of a single town, xmited by their common
interests, tried to organize themselves with a view to the control
of their common business. This work went on slowly at different
periods, varying according to the neighbourhood, and by different
processes. The system thus established appears in a very few
scattered records, the most ancient of which have reference to the
towns of Provence, Marseilles and Aries, which depended upon
the Empire, or else to those of Langucdoc, Nimes and Carcas-
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